
The two key effects in a rotating fluid, planetary vorticity (related to the strong angular  
momentum vector) which ‘stiffens’ the fluid making the flow columnar, and its 
concentration by vertical stretching/horizontal convergence, are both visible in this  
sequence, where a red region of  fluid initially in shallower depth above the mountain,  
is cast off  of  it. 
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Notice the anticyclonic flow over the mountain, where fluid columns have  
been squashed as they ride up over it.   The two vortices can interact 





These images, looking downward on 1 m diameter rotating basin, use optical altimetry to 
observe the water surface elevation, relative to the mean paraboloid. Here there is a 
mountain with height about 1/5 the water depth, and a very slow wind-driven flow 

anticyclonically (clockwise) past it.  The mountain itself  is not visible but it creates a rise in 
the water surface, which is a high-pressure dome of  dynamic height. The radial line is an 

optical artifact  (Rhines, Lindahl & Mendez, J. Fluid Mechanics 2007) 



	  	  

If  we put instead of  a mountain, a disk of  plastic ceiling grid on the floor of  the basin(1 
cm squares), that complex shape appears as a deformation of  the water surface, with 
amplitude about 1 micron (10-6 m). The left image is with a very slow flow, and it is a little 
faster in the right image, making a ‘Salvador Dali’ distortion of  the shape of  the circular 
grid.  You also see long arcs which are wavecrests of  inertial waves radiating out from the 
disc.  This all works because the Rossby number Ro = U/fL is small, based on L ~ 1 cm. 
 



This is the ‘mountain’ 



Cyclonic flow (axisymmetric, forced by changing the rotation rate Ω). A mountain sits at 2 
o’clock. Rossby waves are shed downstream of  the mountain. Tiny convection cells (the 
dimples) rotate as tiny tornadoes. Jets of  intense flow wind around the mountain and in its lee. 



This is the heart of  geostrophic balance: streak images of  floating particles show the 
streamlines, and they correspond with the isobars (the contours of  fluid surface height) 



Here the mean ‘solid body’ rotation goes the other way, anticyclonically (clockwise). There are no 
Rossby waves but instead inertial waves shed downwind of  the mountain. A strong shear line forms 
an inner circle; it traps and reflects waves. The fluid over the mountain is nearly motionless 



a thin jet (less than 1 mm wide from a glass catheter deflected to the right by Coriolis forces. Initially 
the water around it is not moving but Taylor Proudman effects cause a tall vortex to from, top to 
bottom. The initial radius of  curvature is the inertial radius, U/f  









GFD lab altimetry produces quantitative surface elevation, pressure, velocity and vorticity 
(and potential vorticity, shown here: notice how the PV looks like a dye tracer, because it is 

conserved following the flow.  Afanasyev, Rhines & Lindahl, Physics of  Fluids, 2009. 



Potential vorticity in the layer of  fluid at the surface (this is a two layer stratified 
circulation driven by a souce of  fluid at the left (9 o’clock).  Analyzed digitally from 
optical altimetry 


